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1. Introdution
Extreme low wear rates of Diamond-Like Carbon
(DLC) oatings are one the properties that makes
them partiularly interesting for numerous applia-
tions, like automotive ones. This property is often
observed during haraterisation tests under basi
solliitations like fretting, sliding, rolling-sliding,
et... However, tests on am-tappet systems show
the oating lifetime an be highly redued under
spei oupled onditions, suh as the presene of
an asperity breaking through the lubriation lm
into the ontat area. Experimentally observed, its
inuene on surfae and subsurfae stresses has to be
quantied to eventually obtain a preditive model of
the oating lifetime. The purpose of this study is to
develop a simplied numerial model onsistent with
elasto-hydrodynami lubriation (EHD) approxima-
tions to estimate the stress perturbation due to suh
an asperity.
2. Coupled wear mehanisms
Contat kinematis of the am-tappet system is
a omplex ombinaison of impat loading, rolling-
sliding and sliding ontat under lubriated ondi-
tions, resulting in dierent solliitations on the tap-
pet surfae. Observations on worn oated surfaes
revealed six harateristi faies and hightlighted
four wear mehanisms. The worst one, relative
to oating delamination, was systematially found
to initiate around irular srath networks. It is
then assumed that those two wear mehanisms are
strongly oupled. Cirular srath networks may be
reated either by asperity existing on the initial am
surfae, or by hard partiules (oming from a highly
ontaminated lubriant) inrusted into the am sur-
fae.
3. Single asperity ontat
Regardless its soure, it is neessary to assess the
damage aused by suh a defet on the oating life-
time. It has been shown that, under pure rolling
onditions, DLC oatings are more sensitive to hard
partiules trapped into the ontat than unoated
surfaes [1℄. The numerial model on whih the study
is based on is however limited to 2D plain strain with
no lubriation and no sliding.
Under sliding onditions, observations suggest
the damage is similar to the one aused by srath
tests. The indued damage mehanism was high-
lighted by Holmberg [2℄, using both experimental
and numerial results and fousing on loal stress
elds and rst rak loation.
Based on ongoing researh and following the work
of Hannes [3℄, a simplied 3D numerial model on-
sistent with EHD lubriation approximations will be
developped, using joint elements with dened om-
pression and shear behavior to model the lubriant.
It an estimate the load arried by an asperity as
well as the indued perturbation on surfae and sub-
surfae stress. As a simplied model, it an be run
quikly on multiples ongurations. Analytial fun-
tions an then be tted upon spei variables in
order to be used as input datas in a more general
iterative proessus.
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